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ABSTRACT
The information retrieval community has observed significant per-
formance improvements over various tasks due to the introduction
of neural architectures. However, such improvements do not neces-
sarily seem to have happened uniformly across a range of queries.
As we will empirically show in this paper, the performance of neu-
ral rankers follow a long-tail distribution where there are many
subsets of queries, which are not effectively satisfied by neural
methods. Despite this observation, performance is often reported
using standard retrieval metrics, such as MRR or nDCG, which
capture average performance over all queries. As such, it is not
clear whether reported improvements are due to incremental boost
on a small subset of already well-performing queries or addressing
queries that have been difficult to address by existing methods.
In this paper, we propose the Task Subspace Coverage (TaSC
/tAHsk/) metric, which systematically quantifies whether and to
what extent improvements in retrieval effectiveness happen on
similar or disparate query subspaces for different rankers. We show
that the consideration of our proposed TaSC metric in conjunction
with existing ranking metrics provides deeper insight into ranker
performance and their contribution to overall advances.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Neural rankers have shown increased effectiveness particularly on
tasks such as ad hoc retrieval [21, 22], question-answering [10, 19],
expert search [15–18] and so on. Despite their increased perfor-
mance, neural rankers still face certain limitations. Most notably,
researchers have found that while neural rankers have shown con-
sistent performance improvement, such improvements are primar-
ily due to their success with a specific subset of queries and not
necessarily generalizable to a whole range of queries. The work by
Arabzadeh et al. [1] was among the first to identify this issue by
showing that a significant number of queries on the MS MARCO
passage retrieval task remain completely unaddressed (reciprocal
rank of zero) by neural rankers. One of the reasons for this could be
the fact that most Information Retrieval (IR) tasks adopt a standard
evaluation metric, such as MRR or NDCG. Such standard metrics
are used to measure the success of any new method for that task;
therefore, incentivizing researchers to focus on optimizing their
methods for one or a specific set of metrics. Although standard
metrics enable a fair comparison across different methods, they do
not necessarily encourage researchers to work on the more difficult
aspects of each task [2]. For instance, within the context of the MS
MARCO passage retrieval task, existing neural methods seem to
have focused on optimizing the performance of a certain subset
of queries that would result in overall increased MRR@10 while
overlooking another extremely difficult subset of queries (around
40% of the query set), which are non-trivial to address [1].

Given such non-uniform performance across different subsets
of queries, researchers have advocated for the need to evaluate
ranking methods specifically on difficult queries [7, 13, 20]. An
improved ranker would be beneficial to the community if it not
only shows improved average performance improvements over all
queries in the standard dataset but also on the subsets of the queries
that are known to be difficult. We find this idea to be quite strong
as it will show how much breakthrough a method has been able
to make on queries that have been traditionally harder for existing
rankers to address. However, given the fact that the set of difficult
queries may vary depending on the neural ranker, it may not be
trivial to identify, and maintain a standard set of difficult queries
that would be universally used to evaluate various neural rankers.
This necessitates a standard quantitative approach for measuring
the performance of ranking methods on difficult queries without
having to rely on ranker-specific difficult queries, whose results
may not be comparable to other rankers.

We advocate for the need to evaluate ranking methods from both
(1) an overall perspective through standard metrics over a large test
collection; as well as, (2) a more nuanced perspective focusing on
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Table 1: The list of rankers used in our studies and their performance on the dev set of the MS MARCO passage ranking task.
Ranker Citation Released on MRR@10 NDCG@10 Retrieval Strategy

RepBERT [23] June 2020 0.2968 0.3521 Uses fixed length contextualized embeddings to represent documents and queries and calculates the relevance of documents
for queries using their inner product.

ANCE [21] October 2020 0.3304 0.3879 Distinguishes itself from other retrievers by using negative samples from an approximate nearest neighbor index and calculates
the relevance of document-query pairs using the dot product of their learned dense representations.

SBERT [19] March 2021 0.3439 0.3905 Shown to be fast and scalable, and can efficiently search large collections of text using a siamese network architecture to
encode the passages and the collection.

ColBERT
( +Hybrid) [11] October 2020 0.3350

(0.3529)
0.3940

(0.4168) Uses a cost-effective interaction step to model the similarity. This pruning-friendly mechanism reduces the cost of re-ranking
documents and allows for end-to-end retrieval. We additionally consider the hybrid version of Colbert with a sparse retriever.

UniCOIL [12] June 2021 0.3509 0.4117 a sparse retriever which is a simple extension of COIL that produces representations for each document token that are then
directly stored in an inverted index.

SPLADE [8] September 20210.3684 0.433 Provides highly sparse representations that could inherit from the desirable properties of bag-of-words models such as the
exact matching of terms and the efficiency of inverted indexes.

less explored and more difficult queries. To this end, we propose
the ‘Task Subspace Coverage’ (TaSC) metric that captures the
extent to which a new ranker is able to address those subspaces
that have not been effectively addressed by earlier rankers. Our
proposed TaSCmetric quantitatively shows how well a newmethod
is able to satisfy query subsets that were deemed to be difficult for
other rankers. Such information cannot be captured by statistical
significance tests. When used in tandem with standard metrics, our
proposedmetric quantifies the performance of a given ranker on the
query subspaces that are difficult for other rankers, while the stan-
dard metrics offer a more overall view of the method performance;
hence together, they offer complementary perspectives.

2 EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
Let us motivate the need for our proposed TaSCmetric by exploring
the MS MARCO passage retrieval task which [14] is designed for
the sake of training neural models for ad hoc retrieval tasks. MS
MARCO adopts MRR@10 as its standard evaluation metric. We
adopt a set of seven different first-stage retrieval models, the details
of which are included in Table 1. For the sake of clarity, we plot the
sorted performance of each ranker in terms of MRR@10 for each
individual query in Figure 1. It is shown that all the rankers ranging
from dense retrievers to sparse learnt representations, suffer from
long-tailed performance where there are over 35% of queries have
an MRR@10 value of zero across all these rankers. Furthermore,
while the performance of many of these rankers on the standard
task metric, i.e., MRR@10, is quite competitive, this does not nec-
essarily tell us how such performances are obtained and whether
these methods impact the same or a different subset of queries. In
Figure 2, we plot the pairwise difference of performance of four
of these rankers on a per-query basis, which shows the extent to
which they overlap with one another. A positive or a negative value
in the Figure for each query shows that one of the rankers had a bet-
ter performance on that particular query, and a value of zero shows
that the two rankers performed exactly the same on that query. By
contrasting the performance effectiveness values in Table 1 with
Figure 2, one can see that while various methods have reported
competitive performance, they do not necessarily show similar be-
havior over the queries. For instance, the standard MRR@10 metric
shows that ColBERT (0.3350), ANCE (0.3304) and SBERT (0.3439)
are competitive, but the in-depth analysis in Figure 2 shows that
ColBERT and SBERT are addressing very similar query subspaces
while ANCE is addressing a rather different subspace compared to
these two rankers.

Figure 1: Various rankers’ performance per-query.
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Figure 2: Pairwise comparison of rankers per-query.
Having an in-depth understanding of the overlap between the

subspaces addressed by each ranker would be useful for understand-
ing how the ranker is making breakthroughs on queries that were
harder for others. This would be beneficial for building stronger
rankers through ensemble methods [4–6] or query routing [3, 9].

The objective of our work is to propose the Task Subspace
Coverage (TaSC) metric, which would systematically capture to
what extent a given ranker is addressing queries that are harder for
other rankers to address. We advocate that the TaSC metric could
accompany any task’s official metric in order to provide a fuller
picture of the overall method performance as well as its impact on
query subspaces that are deemed more difficult for other rankers.

3 THE PROPOSED TaSCMETRIC
The objective of TaSC metric is to supplement existing standard
metrics by allowing to not only track overall performance improve-
ments shown by recent methods, but also identify whether the new
method is able to explore and effectively address those subspaces
that are difficult for existing state of the art methods. The idea
behind our proposed metric is quite intuitive and directly speaks
to the need for newer methods to address subspaces that are less
explored by earlier methods. TaSC provides the means to quantita-
tively measure to what extent a new method is able to satisfy those
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queries that were not dealt with satisfactorily by other methods.
Let us provide a formal treatment of TaSC as follows: Given a query
𝑞, a collection of items 𝐶 and an information retrieval method 𝑅,
we define 𝑅(𝑞,𝐶) = 𝐷𝑞 where 𝐷𝑞 = [𝑑1, 𝑑2, ...𝑑𝑘 ] is the retrieved
ranked list of 𝑘 items 𝑑𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 by 𝑅 in order to satisfy the information
need behind query 𝑞. 𝑅 could be evaluated on a per query basis
through an evaluation metric ` where `{𝑞, 𝑑𝑞 |𝐽𝑞} → [0, 1] is an
evaluation metric that maps the performance of retrieval method
R onto a scalar value based on the set of relevant judged items 𝐽𝑞 .
The overall performance of retrieval method R, 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 (𝑅) is obtained
by assessing 𝑅 on a set of queries 𝑄 = {𝑞1, 𝑞2, ...𝑞𝑛} through the
aggregated quantified performance over all the queries in the set:

𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 (𝑅) = 1
|𝑄 |

∑︁
𝑞∈𝑄

` (𝑞, 𝑑𝑞 |𝐽𝑞) (1)

Let R be a sequenced list of rankers [𝑅𝑡1 , 𝑅𝑡2 , . . . ., 𝑅𝑡𝑛 ] such that
retrieval method 𝑅𝑡𝑖 is proposed prior to retrieval method 𝑅𝑡𝑖+1 . The
objective of TaSC is to quantify how different a retrieval method,
such as 𝑅, is compared to R which is the set of rankers that have
been proposed prior to 𝑅. A highly similar behaviour of 𝑅 to R
shows that the new method addresses similar query subspaces to
those explored by prior retrieval methods in R. Otherwise, 𝑅 is
exploring novel subspaces. We define TaSC for ranker 𝑅 based on a
list of rankers R = [𝑅𝑡1 , 𝑅𝑡2 , . . . ., 𝑅𝑡𝑛 ] and on the query set 𝑄 as:

TaSC𝑎𝑔𝑔 (𝑅𝑡𝑖 , 𝑄) =
1
|𝑄 |

∑︁
𝑞∈𝑄

(1 − 𝑎𝑔𝑔{` (𝑞, 𝑅𝑡 𝑗 |𝐽𝑞) |𝑅𝑡 𝑗 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑗 < 𝑖}) × ` (𝑞, 𝑅𝑡𝑖 |𝐽𝑞) (2)

where 𝑎𝑔𝑔 is an aggregation function such as average or maximum.
TaSC metric computes the degree of difficulty of queries in the
query space based on the performance of earlier retrieval methods
on those queries. TaSC exploits the degree of difficulty of each query
based on the performance of past retrieval methods to discount
the performance observed by the new method i.e., easier queries
for past methods receive a lower degree of importance in TaSC
while more difficult queries based on methods in R receive a higher
weight and importance. As an example, a query 𝑞 that received a
maximum performance metric value of zero by existing methods,
indicating that it was an extremely difficult query, would receive a
weight of 1 in TaSCwhile a query with a maximummetric value of 1
from methods in R would not be taken into consideration by TaSC,
as this query has already been fully satisfied by earlier methods.

In summary, the proposed TaSCmetric provides a weighted treat-
ment of the standard evaluation metric over the whole query set
where the weights are determined based on the difficulty of each
query for existing state-of-the-art baselines. On this basis, TaSC is
able to show whether a new method is showing performance im-
provements due to exploring similar subspaces to existing methods
or because it is exploring newer and less explored subspaces.

4 OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Here, we are interested in showing the impact of TaSC in depicting
the performance of the rankers introduced in Table 1. To do so,
we order the rankers based on their release date and compute the
TaSC metric for each of these rankers based on the performance
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Figure 3: The value of our proposed TaSCmetric over various
retrieval methods released over time.

of the rankers that were released before them. For instance, Rep-
BERT is the earliest model included in our set of rankers and since
there are no prior methods in our set of methods in Table 1, we
consider BM25 as the baseline method for RepBERT. For RepBERT
R = [𝐵𝑀25] and similarly, for ANCE, which was released next in
Table 1, R = [𝐵𝑀25, 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 ]. For the latest ranker in our experi-
ment, i.e., SPLADE, all the rankers in Table 1 as well as BM25 were
included in R. Figure 3 shows the TaCS metric values for differ-
ent retrieval methods. We note that retrieval methods are ordered
chronologically on the x-axis based on their release date.

Figure 3 allows us to make several observations: (1) The TaSC
metric for the RepBERT method is the highest among all other
methods. This is primarily because the performance of RepBERT,
which is a neural ranker, is compared with BM25, which is a sparse
retriever. The high TaSC value indicates that RepBERT has not only
been able to improve performance on MRR@10 from 0.1874 (BM25)
to 0.2968, but also this increase in performance is not due to im-
provement of only easier queries for BM25. It in fact happened
because RepBERT was able to address query subsets that were not
accessible to BM25. (2) After RepBERT, the general trend of TaSC
values on subsequent neural methods up to and including SBERT is
decreasing, which indicates that these methods have been increas-
ingly focused on a smaller subset of queries that are considered to
be easier for earlier methods. The small TaSC values on SBERT and
ColBERT are indications that while the MRR@10 values of these
methods are quite strong (0.3350 and 0.3439), these improvements
are a result of impact on queries that have already been addressed
well by earlier methods. (3) The contrast between the TaSC values
computed based on the maximum and average aggregation func-
tions point to the fact that in many cases improvements observed by
neural rankers is due to improvements on queries that have already
been partially addressed by earlier methods. (4) Finally, we note an
increase in TaSC values especially by SPLADE, which deviates from
the neural ranker paradigm be learning sparse representations to
perform retrieval. This shift shows both performance improvement
over the best previous baseline (0.3509 vs 0.3684) on the standard
MRR@10 metric and increased TaSC value indicating that the im-
proved performance is a result of exploring query subspaces that
have not been addressed by earlier rankers.

We further illustrated the ternary relationship between the re-
lease date of each ranker, the ranker’s retrieval effectivenessMRR@10,
and our proposed TaSC metric in Figure 4(a) and (b) in which the
X-axis presents the release date of the method, the Y-axis presents
the TaSC metric and the size of the bubble for each ranker presents
its MRR@10 value. The consideration of TaSC metric allows us to
present several findings: (1) our first finding relates to the relation-
ship between the standard evaluation metric and TaSC. While many
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MRR@10       MRR@10

     Jun         Oct               Mar       Jun       Sep
    2020         2020             2021      2021     2021

     Jun         Oct               Mar       Jun       Sep
    2020         2020             2021      2021     2021

(a)        (b)

(c)     (d)

Figure 4: (a) and (b) : The ternary relation between ranker release date (x-axis), TaCS values (y-axis), and their MRR@10 values
(bubble size). (c) and (d) : TaSC metric values when rankers are compared to all other rankers regardless of date of release.

of the methods have comparable performance on the standard met-
ric (MRR@10), their TaSC values are notably different. For example,
when comparing ANCE, ColBERT and ColBERT-Hybrid, and based
on Table 1, their MRR@10 values are comparable at 0.3304, 0.3350,
and 0.3529, respectively, with ANCE showing the lowest perfor-
mance on MRR@10. However, ANCE has the highest TaSC value,
which is an indication that it has been able to obtain 0.3304 on
MRR@10 by exploring query subspaces that are not necessarily
overlapping with those addressed by RepBERT. In contrast, while
ColBERT-Hybrid has the highest MRR@10 among the three meth-
ods (0.3529), it shows the lowest TaSC value. This means that the
queries improved by ColBERT-Hybrid are quite overlapping with
those addressed by RepBERT. (2) When exploring the Max TaSC in
Figure 4 (a), we observe that SPLADE has a noticeable MRR@10
value (size of bubble) and at the same time exhibits an increased
TaSC value. The increased TaSC value on Max TaSC is an indication
that the method is performing increasingly well on the difficult
queries for the earlier baselines. (3) In the context of Mean TaSC
in Figure 4 (b), the notable improvement on TaSC by SPLADE and
UniCOIL shows that these methods have been able to substantially
improve the performance of those queries that were only satisfied
by other methods to a limited extent. Higher Mean TaSC metric
values indicate that SPLADE and UniCOIL are able to boost the
performance of queries that were only partially addressed by ear-
lier methods. Overall, one could conclude that a method such as
SPLADE has shown its impressive retrieval effectiveness measured
by MRR@10 by improving a subset of extremely difficult queries
for the baselines (shown by Max TaSC), as well as also improving
the performance of a subset of queries that were only partially
addressed by the baseline methods (shown by Mean TaSC).

While we have advocated for the importance of our proposed
TaSC metric to track the impact of newer retrieval methods on
exploring more difficult query subspaces for existing methods, it is
important to highlight that our proposed metric can also be used
to quantitatively measure to what extent any given method covers
query subspaces that are more difficult for other methods regardless

of when those methods were released. Given a retrieval method 𝑅,
one can define R to include any set of other baselines regardless
of when they were released. In Figure 4 (c) and (d) the TaSC metric
is computed for each method by comparing it to the rest of the
retrieval methods of Table 1. We make several observations based
on the TaSCmetric behavior in this Figure: (1)We notice that while
RepBERT had quite a high TaSC value when compared to BM25,
it shows lower TaSC value when compared to other rankers i.e.,
the other methods successfully cover most of the queries that are
satisfied by RepBERT and when factoring the MRR@10 value for
this method (x-axis), one may conclude that RepBERT is not an
ideal choice. (2) From among the methods that have comparable
MRR@10 performance, namely UniCOIL, ColBERT-H and SBERT,
UniCOIL shows the highest TaSC value, which indicates that it
covers a larger number of queries that are deemed to be difficult
for the other methods while the lower TaSC value of SBERT and
ColBERT-H shows that they are covering similar query subsets. (3)
From among all the rankers, SPLADE and UniCOIL which are both
based on learnt sparse representations, exhibit the highest MRR@10
values as well as the largest TaSC values. This indicates that these
two methods are those that show good performance overall but also
on query subsets that are difficult for other rankers. As such, they
could be ideal candidates to be used for building hybrid rankers.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed the Task Subspace Coverage (TaSC) metric, which
captures to what extent retrieval methods cover similar or disparate
query subspaces. We showed that reporting standard retrieval effec-
tiveness metrics, such as MRR@10, along with our proposed TaSC
metric can lead to additional insights that would not otherwise be
accessible. TaSC allows for the understanding of whether any given
retrieval method obtains better retrieval effectiveness through fur-
ther improving already addressed queries by existing baselines but
with greater performance, or that such improved effectiveness is
due to the exploration and satisfaction of queries from less or totally
unexplored query subspaces of other methods.
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